more energy on promotion

ABOUT US
Media & Sport Management Ltd (MSM) represents clients in the trading,
entertainment and motor sport industries.
MSM specializes in individual, corporate and team management – offering
clients an array of expertise in talent management, commercial, marketing,
legal, media and communication, licensing, within the spectrum of the
entertainment and motor sport.
With over 20 years experience, MSM addresses the overlapping worlds of
entertainment and motor
sports to maximise the full potential of our clients.
We are active in sponsorship acquisitions, implementing and developing
advertising and commercial opportunities such as licensing programs,
negotiating the sales packaging of image rights.
MSM has the unique opportunity to be associated with the prestige and
strong sporting image as SCUDERIA FERRARI agency partner.
SCUDERIA FERRARI is the most prestigious, the most successful and the
most legendary motor sport brand in the world. The opportunity to join the
Scuderia in a commercial or in a promotional venture is yours through MSM,
agency partner of SCUDERIA FERRARI in Formula 1™.
Current partners include also Motor Sport celebrities such as Giancarlo
FISICHELLA, Antonio FUOCO, both FERRARI racing drivers, and Antonio
GIOVINAZZI. MSM has also business cooperation with AF CORSE, one of
the world’s most successful Ferrari “GT” Teams.
MSM is ready to assist clients who want to exploit the commercial
rights of one of the world’s most popular and most entertaining sport,
implementing “tailored” SPONSORSHIPS through innovative programs,
promotional, hospitality and B2B opportunities in order to create a
unique brand experience that can increase clients’ sales and build
consumer confidence.

from past to

OUR POWER

OUR GROUP

THE FUTURE
Our Future is bright,
like the colors of our logo.
Media & Sport Management Ltd (MSM) can count on over
20 years of experience in sponsorship acquisitions and
racing drivers management and recently took a leap forward
and consolidated its presence in new markets such as the
Middle East, Russia and Asia as well as getting established
in India.
This new strategy will bring new clients to the world of
Motor Sport and the sport itself to new countries.
Formula 1™ has its roots in Europe, but it is already
expanding out of its original home ground to be a more
universal Formula than ever.
MSM will be there, following step by step the worldwide
success of Formula 1™ but not only..
Investments in media and promotion work as well as general
trading, guarantee MSM, his partners and clients a brighter
future than ever.

AF Corse is the most successful GT team in the
world. Amato Ferrari, team principal and owner
of the Italian-based racing team, has established
himself as the main point of reference for Ferrari
in the marque’s assault on all GT championships
around the world. AF Corse races in Europe, in the
USA and in Asia, chasing the World Endurance
Championship and the LeMans 24 Hours as well as
the ELMS. Other important series contested by
AF Corse include the Ferrari Challenge Europe, the
Blancpain endurance series and GT Open.

profile

racing with ferrari: AF CORSE
AF Corse was born in 2002 in Piacenza, Italy. The team is housed in a
modern, flexible and functional facility, engineered and structured to be
efficient for multiple racing programmes.
The team’s base occupies 10,000 square metres, 7,000 of which are covered.
The heart of AF Corse is the garage, where on a typical day several Ferrari
430s and 458s, normally engaged in FIA GT competition, might be found
at rest. The garage is where AF Ferraris are improved and refined in every

detail. A major role is performed by the technical office, coordinated by
expert engineers in charge of various areas of the car.
All departments of AF Corse are located under the same roof –
the administrative, commercial and technical offices, and also the logistic
depots for spare parts, trucks and hospitality. AF Corse is a beating heart.
From this Italian HQ, trucks leave and come back from races, transporting
the cars, the equipment, the spare parts and the structure for the hospitality.

RUN IN

WEC and le mans 24 hours
The FIA World Endurance Championship is an auto racing world championship organised by the Automobile Club de l’Ouest (ACO) and
sanctioned by the Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA). The series usurps the ACO’s former Intercontinental Le Mans Cup which
began in 2010, and is the first endurance series of world championship status since the demise of the World Sportscar Championship at
the end of 1992. The World Endurance Championship name was previously used by the FIA from 1981 to 1985.
The series features multiple classes of cars competing in endurance races, with sports prototypes competing in the Le Mans Prototype
categories, and production-based grand tourers competing in the GT Endurance categories. World champion titles will be awarded to the
top scoring manufacturers and drivers over the season while other cups and trophies will be awarded for drivers and private teams
The World Endurance Championship follows much of the format of the Intercontinental Le Mans Cup and features seven endurance
races across the world, including the 24 Hours of Le Mans, with all races being at least six hours in duration. The calendar will include
two races each in Europe, North America, and Asia, with a possible future expansion to eight or nine races. The four current categories
utilized in ACO events will continue to be used in the World Endurance Championship through 2013: LMP1 and LMP2 prototypes and the GTE
category, divided into GTE Pro for teams with professional driver line-ups, and GTE Am for teams featuring a mixture of amateur drivers.
Six titles will be awarded each season based on total point tally, with two being deemed world championships: Manufacturers’ World
Endurance Champion and Drivers’ World Champion. The GTE Pro class champion will be awarded a World Cup, while the leaders in LMP2
and GTE Am will be awarded a Trophy.

WHERE
AND WHEN

The CALENDAR
1 17 apr	
2 07 MAY	
3 18 jun
4 24 JUL
5 03 SEPT
6 17 sept	
7 16 oct	
8 06 nov	
9 19 nov

6 hours of silverstone United kingdom

6 Hours of Spa-Francorchamps belgium
24 hours of le mans france
6 Hours of nürburgring germany
6 Hours of MEXICO MEXICO
6 Hours of circuit of the americas usa
6 h0urs of fuj japan
6 h0urs of Shanghai china
6 h0urs of bahrain bahrain

RUN IN

Blancpain endurance series
The Blancpain Endurance Series is a sports car racing series developed by the SRO Group and the Royal Automobile Club of Belgium (RACB)
with approval from the Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA). It features grand tourer racing cars modified from production
road cars complying with the FIA’s GT3 regulations. The series’s goal is to be an endurance racing championship for GT3 cars, similar
to the European Le Mans Series which uses GTE cars and Le Mans Prototypes. The series is primarily sponsored by Swiss watchmaker
Blancpain, and the company’s Lamborghini Super Trofeo series serves as support races.
The Blancpain Endurance Series establishes several elements of the former FIA GT Championship, with three hour endurance races held
on European circuits such at Monza and Silverstone, as well as a continuation of the Spa 24 Hours. The races feature five classes derived
from the FIA’s GT3, GT4, and Supersport regulations, with the GT3 cars divided into a class for professional driver line-ups (GT3 Pro),
a class for a mixed team of professional and amateurs (GT3 Pro-Am), and a class for gentleman drivers who use cars at least one year
old (Gentlemen). The FIA’s ranking system for drivers is utilized in determining what class each entry is eligible for.

WHERE
AND WHEN

The CALENDAR

1 23-24 apr	blancpain endurance series - monza italy
2 12-15 MAY 	blancpain endurance series - Silverstone united kingdom
3 24-25 jun 	blancpain endurance series - Paul ricard france
4 28-31 jul	blancpain endurance series - TOTAL 24 HOURS OF SPA belgium
5 17-18 sept	blancpain endurance series - nürburgring germany

